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two competing views ... one compelling truth

is genesis history? IN THEATERS FEBRUARY 23 ONLY

Gathered around the dinner table with kids in thier teens and 
young adults years, I’m never quite sure where the conversation 
will lead. Gone are the days of innocence where the main topics 
were tea parties and tonka trucks. 

Raising teenagers is vastly different than when I was thier age. I 
chuckle thinking about how my father said these same words. 

The world has changed, technologies have advanced, yet as we 
all know, nothing is new under the sun. I’ve expected to debate 

and even argue with my kids as thier frontal lobe develops and they discover 
their own thoughts on issues. 

However, it took me by suprise when the conversation took a turn down the 
avenue of worldviews and I quickly understood, to my dismay, that culture had a 
bigger foothold than I had realized.

I’ve taken the kids to sunday school, church, youth group and I’ve been involved 
in their education since they were little tikes. My children believe in God, Adam, 
Noah, Abraham, and Jesus! 

Yet, the issues at hand that evening and the ideas that were being debated made 
me realized a disconnect of sorts. Although they knew the stories of the Bible and 
believed them, there was another set of standards they were grappeling with and 
on some issues, holding onto.

When I was asked to preview the film, Is Genesis History? I soon realized the 
foundational elements of truth I would need to continually reference back to in 
order to influence my children in the right direction. 

Unlike any generation before them, our teens and young adults have a barrage 
of culture influence that is quickly verified by the amount of time on their portable 
devices!

The underlying message that is being tweeted, posted, snapped and broadcast-
ed is one void of historical truth. It’s not just in the science textbooks, it’s in every 
element of our children’s society.

Is Genesis History? is a film every Christian parent needs to watch as well as 
bring their middle, high school and young adult children. Like me, you will walk 
away with insight, understanding and a fresh perspective on engaging your teens 
on worldview issues.

raising

Rebecca Farris
The Well Planned Gal

Is Genesis History?
Ebook for educators

In the pages that follow, I have 
created resources to aid educa-
tors in preparing students to view 
this extordinary documentary,  
Is Genesis History?

I’ve created an overview section 
for each location that includes 
frequently used vocabulary 
words as well as key information 
on the ideas being presented. 

I’ve also included activity pages 
to print and use with your middle 
and high school student. 

Following the film, be sure to 
utilize this e-book again to contin-
ue the conversation and make a 
lasting impact. 

Published by Well Planned Gal,  
Family Magazine is committed to engag-
ing today’s Christian family in thoughtful 
discussions on parenting, education, the 
gospel and more. Request a free sample.  
www.wellplannedgal.com

teenageers
How a Documenarty Gave Me Insight, 
Understanding And A Fresh Perspective

Rebecca

https://shop.wellplannedgal.com/index.php/shop/magazines/family-magazine.html
https://shop.wellplannedgal.com/index.php/shop/magazines/family-magazine.html
https://shop.wellplannedgal.com/index.php/shop/magazines/family-magazine.html
https://shop.wellplannedgal.com/index.php/shop/magazines/family-magazine.html
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IN SELECT THEATERS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23

A ONE-NIGHT EVENT
IsGenesisHistory.com

HOSTED BY DEL TACKETT
CREATOR OF “THE TRUTH PROJECT”

Get ready for a fascinating new look at the 
biblical, historical, and scientific evidence 

for Creation and the Flood. 

Learn from more than a dozen scientists 
and scholars as they explore the world 

around us in light of Genesis.
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In a world where evolution has become 
a foundational way of thinking, students 
– even students from solid Christian 
homes – struggle to reconcile the Genesis 
account of this world’s origins with the 
information bombarding them everywhere 
else. 

Were Adam and Eve real? Did a world-
wide flood actually occur? Did God really 
create the earth in six days? How can the 
Genesis record stand against “evidence” 
showing the world to be millions upon 
millions of years old?

In an effort to help students and their par-
ents understand these questions, filmmak-
er and homeschool dad Thomas Purifoy, 
Jr. has created the film Is Genesis History? 
In anticipation of the film’s release in select 
theaters nationwide for a one night event, 
I recently caught up with Thomas to ask 
him about the driving force behind this new 
film. 

THOMAS PURIFOY, JR.
WRITER, PRODUCER, DIRECTOR

THE INCITING INCIDENT 
“I originally had the idea for doing this 
film as the result of a conversation with 
my then ten-year-old daughter. She had 
been watching an online interview with a 
creationist and an evolutionist and I real-
ized some of the comments made by the 
evolutionist were starting to trouble her. 

In one sense, this was her first 
interaction with someone who 
didn’t hold the Bible to be true 
history.

As I spoke with her, I was 
reminded of that sense of cog-
nitive dissonance – that sense 
of tension – that comes when 
you’re realizing that, if what this 
person is saying is accurate, it 

means the Bible is not accurate.”

As Thomas interacted with his daughter, 
he realized these were the same questions 
he’d had as a 15-year-old – questions he 
had wrestled through and researched on 
his own some twenty years before.

Another thought struck him. “I realized it 
wasn’t just my daughter. There were a lot 
of kids – and there continue to be kids – 
who are in exactly the same spot. 

They hear these comments and are taught 
certain things in school, and they intrinsi-
cally know these ideas are presenting a 
natural history that is not compatible with 
the natural history recorded in the Bible. 
They immediately get the conflict.”

BUILDING A FILM 
Because it had been so long since he’d 
processed through his own questions, 

Thomas knew that much of the evidence 
he’d gathered as a teenager was now dat-
ed. He began to wonder if there was a way 
to talk to the scientists he knew were out 
there, look into the data he knew existed, 
and create a resource to help parents and 
students answer these important ques-
tions.

He realized that to tackle this complex 
topic, one must first evaluate the paradigm, 
the worldview, through which all data is 
processed. That is where Is Genesis 
History? begins. Thomas explains, “On 
a simple level, Genesis is recording real 
events. We know this because Jesus and 
Peter and Paul and Isaiah all refer to these 
events, not just as names, but as things 
that really happened.. They talk about the 
extent of them. They talk about the impor-
tance of them. 

Paul talks about the decisions of Adam. 
Peter talks about the reality of the Flood 
and the Creation. Jesus talks about the 
days of Noah and Adam’s marriage to 
Eve. What I realized is that the historical 
veracity of these people and events was 
basically the foundation of the entire Bible.”

This passion, spurred by the questions of 
a ten-year-old child, has resulted in the 
creation of a resource that will help parents 
and students alike process through this 
important topic themselves.

Is Genesis History? dives into the data 
and interacts with scientists who have the 
perspective needed to resolve the tension 
between what is read in Genesis and what 
is seen in the world around us.

thepassion
behind the film
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What exactly happened, “In the beginning …” and in the time that followed?

Showing in theaters as a one-night event only on Thursday, February 23, 
IS GENESIS HISTORY? shines new light on our origins, providing a positive 

argument for Biblical Creation and the Flood.

Dr. Del Tackett, creator of “The Truth Project,” serves as your guide—hiking 
through canyons, climbing up mountains, and diving below the sea—in an  

exploration of two competing views … one compelling truth.

“Nothing in the world makes sense
except in the light of Genesis.”

Del Tackett
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If I had to compare our film to a car, it would be a suburban.  

It’s sorta long; it doesn’t go very fast; and it carries a whole lot of 
people and stuff in it.  Sure, it can be annoying in a parking lot.  
But when you need one, a suburban does exactly what it was de-
signed to do: transport everything together in a nice, convenient, 
comfortable way.

When I was in the planning stage, I spent a lot of time thinking 
through how I should address an enormously complex subject 
that included many other topics.  I realized evolutionary theory is 
like the nine-headed hydra; you can cut off a head, but it grows 
back as you’re struggling with the others.  

Dr. Kurt Wise explained it to me this way.  He said the power of 
evolutionary thinking is that it is presented as a convergence 
of evidence.  It’s not just one thing pointing in one direction, it’s 
many things pointing in the same direction.  Evolutionists will hold 
up rocks, fossils, radioactive decay, natural selection, genetics, 
starlight, and many more things to argue that everything supports 
their view. 

Of course, when you start digging into any one of these areas, 
you realize that not everything in that particular field is so sup-
portive.  If you’re like most people, though, you don’t have time to 
research even one area, much less the dozen or so others that 
are out there. What do you do?

This film was designed for you.  It’s a little longer than most 
documentaries (100 minutes); it doesn’t go too fast; and it carries 
a dozen and one really smart scientists who explain all sorts of 
important and interesting things along the way.  

As the film progresses, these men explain the basic issues that 
make up the current evolutionary synthesis.  They examine a lot 
of evidence and give a lot of interpretations.  They then explain 
what they see around them in light of the history recorded in 
Genesis.  It’s a lot of material, but then there are a lot of heads 
out there.

When I showed it to my 13-year-old daughter (the one it was 
made for), she gave her teenage seal-of-approval for each sec-
tion (recommending small edits here and there, of course). This 
means that if you and your kids want to understand Creation and 
the Flood in response to evolutionary thinking, this is the film for 
you.

My goal is pretty straightforward.  I wanted to take much of the 
evidence used for evolutionary thinking, break it apart, turn it over, 
then re-assemble it in a more complete and effective way within 
the historical framework of Genesis.  

Not surprisingly, the evidence fits better within that framework.  In 
fact, when you look at all the pieces together, you realize there 
is a much greater convergence of evidence for Creation and the 
Flood.  My hope is that, by the end of the film, you and your kids 
will see the world in a completely new way.

A FILM LIKE A SUBURBAN

Filming at Grand Canyon

by Thomas Purifoy, Jr.
WRITER, PRODUCER, DIRECTOR 
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Del Tackett speaking to Steve Austin

Grand Canyon

STEVE AUSTIN, PHD
Geologist

Dr. Austin is a field research 
geologist with a Ph.D. from 
Penn State University in 
sedimentary geology.  He has 
performed geologic research 
on six of the seven continents 
of the world.

His research adventures have 
taken him by helicopter into 
the crater of Mount St. Helens 
volcano, by bush plane onto 
glaciers in the high mountains 
of Alaska, by raft through the 
entire Grand Canyon, and 
on horseback into the high 
Sierra.

He has also explored the 
world’s deepest coal mines, 
the Great Barrier Reef of 
Australia, the backcountry of 
Korea, the barren plateaus of 
southern Argentina, and the 
remote desert areas of Israel, 
Jordan and Saudi Arabia. 
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What do the Rocks Tell Us?
According to Dr. Austin, the Grand Canyon is the best place 
in the world to “see the inside story to the ground beneath our 
feet.” 

Dr. Austin explains how the thousands of feet of sedimentary 
rock layers around the world are best interpreted as the result 
of a massive, global flood.  

He also looks at the formation of the Grand Canyon and the 
huge sequence of layers lying across the entire North American 
continent.

It’s not a little water and a lot of time, but a 
lot of water and a little time.“

VOCABULARY
Grand Canyon

Steve Austin, PhD

Books by
Steven Austin

http://creationwiki.org/Steve_Austin
http://creationwiki.org/Steve_Austin
http://creationwiki.org/Steve_Austin
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Del Tackett speaking to Paul Nelson

computer history museum

PAUL NELSON, PhD
Philosopher of Science

Dr. Nelson is currently a 
Senior Fellow of the Discovery 
Institute and Adjunct Professor 
in the Master of Arts Program 
in Science & Religion at Biola 
University. 

He is a philosopher of biology 
who has been involved in the 
intelligent design debate inter-
nationally for over two decades. 

His grandfather, Byron C. Nel-
son (1893-1972), a theologian 
and author, was an influential 
mid-20th century dissenter from 
Darwinian evolution. 

After Paul received his B.A. 
in philosophy with a minor in 
evolutionary biology from the 
University of Pittsburgh, he en-
tered the University of Chicago, 
where he received his Ph.D. 
(1998) in the philosophy of biol-
ogy and evolutionary theory.
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A Question of Paradigms
‘Science’ is talked about a lot, but do we understand the ideas 
influencing it?  Dr. Nelson explains that scientists use “par-
adigms” or frameworks to interpret the data they find in the 
world.  

There are two competing paradigms: the Conventional para-
digm, which proposes a progressive, billions of years old histo-
ry of the world versus the Genesis paradigm, which proposes a 
fully-formed, thousands of years old history of the world.  

Ultimately, the conflict is not about two competing views of 
science, but two competing views of history.

we have a body of data, but depending on the 
paradigm one adopts, that data will be inter-
preted in a variety of ways.“

VOCABULARY
Computer Museum

Paul Nelson, PhD

Books by
Paul Nelson

http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=submitSearchQuery&query=Paul%20Nelson&orderBy=date&orderDir=DESC&searchBy=author&searchType=all&includeBlogPosts=true
http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=submitSearchQuery&query=Paul%20Nelson&orderBy=date&orderDir=DESC&searchBy=author&searchType=all&includeBlogPosts=true
http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=submitSearchQuery&query=Paul%20Nelson&orderBy=date&orderDir=DESC&searchBy=author&searchType=all&includeBlogPosts=true
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two competing views
one compelling truth
IS GENESIS HISTORY? is a fascinating new 
look at the biblical, historical, and scientific 
evidence for Creation and the Flood. 

The primary focus of this documentary is a 
look at two competing views, also known as 
paradigms, and the evidences for each. 

Your students will be learning from more 
than a dozen scientists and scholars.

To prepare them to understand and learn 
as much as possible, begin by review-
ing the termonolgy and ideas presented 
throughtout the film. 

Begin here by asking students about the 
two competing views of origins. Progress to 
the following pages and review vocabulary 
terms. Finally, dive into each segment of the 
film through throught provoking questions to 
prompt discussion. 

Conventional Paradigm

Historical Genesis Paradigm

Nothing in the world makes sense except in the light of Genesis. 
Del Tackett

“In the conventional paradigm you’ve got 
deep time, 13.7 billion years along which  
this gradual process beginning with primal  
simplicity ending in what we see today. All the 
complexity in life has to be built bottom up by 
strictly physical processes where no mind, no 
creator, no design is present.”

Dr. Paul Nelson says,

“Everything starts with a divine mind, a creator, 
an intelligence that plans and superintends  
and brings into existence reality. Events are  
happening on a much more recent timescale. 
The universe, the solar system, our planet, life 
itself, all of that begins fully formed as a  
functioning system.”

Dr. Paul Nelson says,
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Steven Boyd explains original text to Del Tackett

hebrew union college

STEVE BOYD, PHD
Hebraist

Steven Boyd completed a 
Masters of Science in Physics 
at Drexel University and a 
Masters of Theology in Old 
Testament and Semitics at 
Dallas Theological Seminary.

He earned his PhD in Hebraic 
and Cognate Studies at 
Hebrew Union College-Jewish 
Institute of Religion. 

He was a visiting professor 
at Capital Bible Seminary, 
Multnomah Biblical Seminary, 
and Northwest Baptist Semi-
nary, and was a professor at 
The Master’s College sixteen 
years.

His books include Grappling 
with the Chronology of the 
Genesis Flood (editor, 2014).

accurate
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What Does Genesis Say?
Dr. Boyd explains that Genesis records specific events 
that cannot be interpreted any other way than as pur-
poseful, literal history.  

Although some modern interpreters argue that parts 
of Genesis should be considered as poetry or non-his-
torical, an examination of the text itself in comparison 
with other ancient near-eastern documents reveals that 
Genesis is unique both in what it records and how it 
records it.

the first thing is that it’s an accurate 
historical account.“

VOCABULARY
Hebrew Union College

Steve Boyd, PhD Books by
steven boyd

http://creationwiki.org/Stephen_Boyd
http://creationwiki.org/Stephen_Boyd
http://creationwiki.org/Stephen_Boyd
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Arthur Chadwick, PhD
TAPHONOMIST

Danny Faulkner, PhD
ASTRONOMER

George Grant, PhD
PASTOR

Paul Nelson, PhD
PHILOSOPHER OF SCIENCE

Kevin Anderson, PhD
MICROBIOLOGIST

Marcus Ross, PhD
PALEONTOLOGIST

Steve Austin, PhD
GEOLOGIST

Andrew Snelling, PhD
GEOLOGIST

Steve Boyd, PhD
HEBRAIST

Kurt Wise, PhD
PALEONTOLOGIST

Robert Carter, PhD
MARINE BIOLOGIST

Todd Wood,  PhD
BIOLOGIST

Douglas Petrovich, PhD
ARCHAEOLOGIST

Learn from more than a dozen scientists and scholars as they explore
the world around us in light of Genesis.

BUY TICKETS

http://isgenesishistory.com/theaters
http://isgenesishistory.com/theaters
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Andrew Snelling talks about past catastrophes with Del Tackett

sedona, az

ANDREW SNELLING, PHD 
Geologist

Andrew Snelling completed a 
Bachelor of Science degree 
in applied geology at the Uni-
versity of New South Wales in 
Sydney, Australia, graduating 
with first class honors in 1975. 

His PhD in geology was award-
ed in 1982 by The University 
of Sydney, Australia for his 
research thesis titled “A Geo-
chemical Study of the Koongar-
ra Uranium Deposit, Northern 
Territory, Australia.” 

His books include Grappling 
with the Chronology of the 
Genesis Flood (editor, 2014) 
and Earth’s Catastrophic Past 
(2009).
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How do you Measure Time?
Dr. Snelling explains that when we study the geologic events of the 
past, they show evidence of major catastrophes.  Currently, radio-
isotopes are the primary means of dating the earth, but are they a 
reliable measure?  

When you look at the extent of the rock layers and the unusual ways 
they were deposited, they provide evidence for an earth recently 
formed.

the Bible would say that the past is the 
key to the present.“

VOCABULARY
Hebrew Union College

Andrew Snelling, PhD Books by
andrew snelling

https://answersingenesis.org/bios/andrew-snelling/
https://answersingenesis.org/bios/andrew-snelling/
https://answersingenesis.org/bios/andrew-snelling/
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Kurt Wise explains the rapid formation of coal to Del Tackett.

Pockett Wilderness

KURT WISE, PHD
Paleontologist

Dr. Wise earned his B.A. in 
geology from the University 
of Chicago, and his M.A. and 
Ph.D. degrees in paleontol-
ogy from Harvard University.  
He founded and directed the 
Center for Origins Research 
at Bryan College and taught 
biology there for 17 years. 

He then led the Center for 
Theology and Science at the 
Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary for 3 years, before 
founding and directing the Cen-
ter for Creation Research and 
teaching biology at Truett-Mc-
Connell College (now Truett 
McConnell University) for the 
last 7 years.  

His field work has included 
research in early Flood rocks 
in the Death Valley region, late 
Flood rocks in Wyoming, and 
post-Flood caves in Tennessee. 
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A Brief History of the World
Dr. Wise provides an overview of the five periods 
of history, from Creation to the present.  He ex-
plains how Genesis gives scientists the historical 
outline to interpret what they find in the world.  

If they ignore that history, it is difficult to under-
stand what happened in the world.  The history in 
Genesis provides us with the starting point.

VOCABULARY
Dayton, TN

The Bible lays out epochs of 
earth history.“ Kurt Wise, PhD

Books by
Kurt wise

https://www.amazon.com/Faith-Form-Time-Confirms-Creation/dp/0805424628
https://www.amazon.com/Faith-Form-Time-Confirms-Creation/dp/0805424628
https://www.amazon.com/Faith-Form-Time-Confirms-Creation/dp/0805424628
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Marcus Ross explains the formation of fossil layers to Del Tackett.

Discovery Park of America

MARCUS ROSS, PHD
Paleontologist

Dr. Marcus Ross has loved pa-
leontology since he was a kid 
growing up in Rhode Island. 

After earning a B.S. in Earth 
Science from the Pennsylvania 
State University, he continued 
his studies with a M.S. in Ver-
tebrate Paleontology from the 
South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology and earned a 
Ph.D. in Environmental Science 
(Geoscience) from the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island. 

Dr. Ross is an active research-
er and publisher in young-Earth 
creationism at both the tech-
nical and popular levels. He 
serves as Associate Professor 
of Geology  an Assistant Direc-
tor of the Center for Creation 
Studies at Liberty University, 
where he teaches courses on 
creation, geology, paleontology, 
and other topics. 

A Brief History of Death
Dr. Ross explores the fossils found inside the sedimentary rock 
layers.  He talks about their enormous numbers, their world-
wide extent, and their sudden appearance.  

They paint a picture of a very violent world that was suddenly 
and completely destroyed by a global flood.

VOCABULARY
Discovery Park

The  fossil record is life’s attempt to  
survive an event that ultimately  
consumed all of them.“ Kurt Wise, PhD

Books by
marcus ross
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https://works.bepress.com/marcus_ross/
https://works.bepress.com/marcus_ross/
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7 P.M. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23 ONLY
For Theaters, Tickets, and Groups, visit IsGenesisHistory.com

For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes, 
His eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly seen, 

being understood through what has been made… 
Romans 1:20

Want to lean more? Access free resources at IsGenisisHistory.com/Downloads

Join the Conversation
/IsGenesisHistory /IsGenHistory

Buy Tickets Now

http://isgenesishistory.com/theaters
http://isgenesishistory.com/theaters
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Art Chadwick explains to Del Tackett that millions of dinosaur bones are 
buried in one meter of mud in Wyoming.

Hanson Ranch, Wy

ARTHUR CHADWICK, PHD
Taphonomist

Dr. Chadwick received his PhD 
in Molecular Biology from the 
University of Miami in 1969.  
For the past 20 years, he has 
worked in the field of tapho-
nomy.  His interests include 
basinal and suprabasinal sedi-
mentologic trends, including the 
analysis of paleocurrents and 
other directional structures. 

He is also involved in re-
search on the basal Cambrian 
depositional systems and deep 
water processes in a number 
of areas, including work on 
the Tapeats Sandstone in the 
Grand Canyon region. 

His paleocurrent work takes 
him to far-flung areas of the 
globe in search of new sources 
of data. Dr. Chadwick is pres-
ently engaged in directing the 
excavation of one of the largest 
dinosaur sites in the world.

When Dinosaurs Walked the Earth
Dr. Chadwick explains the process of fossilization of dinosaur 
bones. 

He has worked for over 20 years in the same bone bed in 
Wyoming, where over a million dinosaur bones are buried in a 
layer of mudstone one meter thick, but 100 acres in extent.  

Examining how the fossils are found reveals evidence of them 
being deposited in a massive flood.

VOCABULARY
Hanson Ranch

Fossilization equires special circumstances, 
not the least of which is rapid burial.“ Arthur Chadwick, PhD more from 

arthur chadwick
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http://origins.swau.edu/who/chadwick/cchadwick98.html
http://origins.swau.edu/who/chadwick/cchadwick98.html
http://origins.swau.edu/who/chadwick/cchadwick98.html
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Kevin Anderson shows Del Tackett the extremely detailed features still 
remaining in soft tissue of triceratops horridus.

Van Andel Creation 
Research Center

KEVIN ANDERSON, PhD
Microbiologist

Kevin Anderson obtained his 
PhD in microbiology and sub-
sequently received post-doc-
toral training as a National 
Institutes of Health Post-doctor-
al Fellow.  

He then held a professorship 
at a major university, where he 
taught graduate level molecular 
biology classes and served as 
the major advisor for several 
master’s and doctoral students. 

More recently, he was the 
director of laboratory research 
for a biotech energy company. 
He is currently the Director 
of the Van Andel Creation 
Research Center, and is the 
project leader of the Creation 
Research Society’s iDINO 
project (a project investigating 
the preservation of tissue in 
dinosaur fossils). 

Soft Tissue in Dinosaur Bones
Dr. Anderson documents the amazing discovery of soft tissue 
in dinosaur bones, including his involvement in finding some of 
that tissue in a triceratops horn. 

This now widespread discovery calls into question the normal 
ages assigned to dinosaur bones.

VOCABULARY
Research Center

This is actually triceratops tissue.  Its 
stretchable.  It’s pliable.“  Kevin Anderson, PhD more from 

kevin anderson

analysis

bacteria

biochemist

cells

collagen

contamination

fragment

implications

magnified

matrix

pliable

proteins

tissue

triceratops

https://answersingenesis.org/bios/kevin-anderson/
https://answersingenesis.org/bios/kevin-anderson/
https://answersingenesis.org/bios/kevin-anderson/
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rob 

Rob Carter explains aspects of echinoderms to Del Tackett.

coral world, st. thomas

ROB CARTER, PhD
Marine Biologist

Dr. Carter obtained a BS in Ap-
plied Biology from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in 1992. 

He then spent four years teach-
ing high school biology, chem-
istry, physics and electronics 
before going to the University 
of Miami to obtain his PhD in 
Marine Biology. He successfully 
completed this program in 2003 
with a dissertation on “Cnidari-
an Fluorescent Proteins.” 

While in Miami, he studied the 
genetics of pigmentation in 
corals and other invertebrates, 
designed and built an aqua-
culture facility for Caribbean 
corals, performed well over 500 
SCUBA dives, many of them 
at night, and licensed a spin-
off product of his research (a 
patented fluorescent protein) to 
a biotech company.

The Genius of Design
Dr. Carter looks at similarities and differences in marine 
creatures, explaining how they show evidence for being 
uniquely created with the ability to change to fit their envi-
ronments.  

This reveals that life is incredibly complex, starting with 
DNA and moving up to the interrelationships of the entire 
creation.

VOCABULARY
St. Thomas

Life is so complex that small changes 
can’t explain it.“ Rob Carter, PhD

more from 
rob carter

adapt
chromosomes
dynamically
echinoderm

embryo
environment

four dimensional
genetic
genome

hox genes
marine biologist

missing links
mutualism
organisms

phylum of life
sea cucumber

sea urchin
symmetry

http://creation.com/dr-robert-carter-cv
http://creation.com/dr-robert-carter-cv
http://creation.com/dr-robert-carter-cv
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group tickets
If you have a group of 10 or more 
people, the Group Tickets team 
can help make sure you are in the 
theater on February 23. 

And if your city isn’t on the theaters 
list, you can work to bring it to  
your town with the purchase of  
100 tickets. 

Click here to fill out the form online 
to start the process of bringing your 
group to see the movie together.

Questions? Contact 
Groups@IsGenesisHistory.com

read more

http://isgenesishistory.com/grouptickets
http://isgenesishistory.com/grouptickets
http://isgenesishistory.com/grouptickets
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rob 

Todd Wood and Del Tackett discuss the hominid fossil record.

Memphis Zoo

TODD WOOD, PhD
Biologist

Dr. Wood has a B.S. in Biology 
from Liberty University in Vir-
ginia (1994) and a Ph.D. in Bio-
chemistry from the University of 
Virginia (Charlottesville, 1999). 

Immediately following his Ph.D. 
work at Virginia, Dr. Wood 
accepted a position as the 
Director of Bioinformatics at the 
Clemson University Genomics 
Institute (Clemson, SC). 

After working for about two 
years at Clemson University, 
Dr. Wood accepted a faculty 
position at Bryan College (Day-
ton, TN) in 2002.  

He now president of the Core 
Academy of Science.

The Potential of Created Kinds
Dr. Wood explains God designed ‘created kinds’ to change 
in their environments, including the ability to diversify to 
form new species.  This has been mistaken for evolution.  

The processes of natural selection and mutation are not 
sufficient to create the diversity of the animals in the world.  
Instead, all the variety is the result of a small number of 
created kinds.  Humans have also been given the ability to 
change.

VOCABULARY
Memphis Zoo

God created something that could make 
a lion. So it’s more like a multi tool or a 
Swiss army knife.“ Todd Wood, PhD more from 

Todd Wood

adaptation
ancestor
authority
biologist

canid tree
continuity

descended
dominion

environment
equid tree
felid tree

genetic variation
image of God

interdependent
mutation

natural selection
neanderthal

notion
species

ursid tree
variations

http://toddcwood.blogspot.com/
http://toddcwood.blogspot.com/
http://toddcwood.blogspot.com/
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rob 

Danny Faulkner and Del Tackett in Chino Valley, AZ

Chino Valley, AZ 

DANNY FAULKNER, PhD
Astronomer

Danny Faulkner received his 
PhD in astronomy from Indiana 
University. 

Dr. Faulkner is distinguished 
Professor Emeritus at the 
University of South Carolina 
Lancaster, where he taught 
astronomy and physics for 26 
½ years. 

Since January, 2013 he has 
been the staff astronomer at 
Answers in Genesis in northern 
Kentucky. 

Dr. Faulkner has authored 
numerous papers in various 
astronomical journals and the 
creation literature. 

His books include Universe 
by Design (2004), The New 
Astronomy Book (2014), and 
The Created Cosmos: What the 
Bible Reveals about Astronomy 
(2016).

What Do the Stars Say?
Dr. Faulkner looks at the purpose for the sun, moon, and 
stars to track the passage of time.  He explains his view of 
why we can see light from galaxies millions of light years 
away, as well as the problems with interpreting Genesis in 
light of the current, but changing, views of scientists.

VOCABULARY
Chino Valley, AZ

People have been using the stars for 
marking passage of time since the 
beginning.“ Danny Faulkner, PhD

andromeda galaxy
astronomical bodies

astronomy
atheists

Big Bang
coincidence
creationists

eclipses
great square of 

Pegasus
lightyears
maturing

solar system
spiral galaxies

stars
telescope

books by
danny faulkner

https://answersingenesis.org/bios/danny-faulkner/
https://answersingenesis.org/bios/danny-faulkner/
https://answersingenesis.org/bios/danny-faulkner/
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rob 

Del Tackett discusses the post-flood dispersion with Doug Petrovich 

Oriental History Museum

DOUG PETROVICH, PhD
Archeologist 

Douglas Petrovich (Ph.D., M.A., 
Th.M. M.Div.) teaches Ancient 
Egypt at Wilfrid Laurier University 
(Waterloo, Canada). 

He formerly was the academ-
ic dean and a professor at 
Novosibirsk Biblical-Theological 
Seminary (Siberia, Russia), as 
well as at Shepherds Theological 
Seminary (Cary, North Carolina), 
having taught over 30 different 
courses. 

He earned a Ph.D. from the Uni-
versity of Toronto, with a major 
in Syro-Palestinian archaeology, 
a first minor in ancient Egyptian 
language, and a second minor in 
ancient Near Eastern religions. 

His research interests include 
biblical history and exegesis, 
Egyptology, and ancient Near 
Eastern history (including archae-
ology, epigraphy, chronology, and 
iconography).

Where was Babel?
Dr. Petrovich explains his identification of the original tower 
of Babel, including the artifacts used to track the dispersion 
in all directions. 

He looks at how the technology created at Babel was taken 
around the world with the people as they spread over the 
entire earth.

VOCABULARY
History Museum

All of this fits perfectly with what we 
would see as the Biblical account of how 
languages took place.“ Doug Petrovich, PhD

Abraham
archeological

artifacts
critical
culture

cuneiform script
dispersion

Eridu
hieroglyphic
languages

Mesopotamia
migrated

Noah
pyramid
Shinar

Tower of Babel
Ur 

ziggurats

more from
doug petrovich

https://wlu-ca.academia.edu/DouglasPetrovich
https://wlu-ca.academia.edu/DouglasPetrovich
https://wlu-ca.academia.edu/DouglasPetrovich
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rob 

George Grant and Del Tackett talk as they are filmed.

Bountiful Blessings Farm

GEORGE GRANT, PhD
Pastor 

George Grant is the pastor of 
Parish Presbyterian Church 
(PCA), the founder of Franklin 
Classical School, the Chalmers 
Fund, and the King’s Meadow 
Study Center, and the author of 
more than five-dozen books. 

He served as an assistant to D. 
James Kennedy at the Coral 
Ridge Presbyterian Church 
and taught at Knox Theological 
Seminary. 

He makes his home in Middle 
Tennessee near the historic town 
of Franklin with his wife and 
co-author Karen.  Together they 
have three grown children and 
four grandchildren.

His books, innumerable podcasts, 
a variety curriculum packages, 
and a host of other resources 
are available through the King’s 
Meadow Study Center.

The Importance of Genesis
Dr. Grant looks at the importance of the events in Genesis 
to our lives, including the creation of a 24-hour day, a real 
Adam and Eve, and a real Flood. 

He explains how Jesus and Paul understood these events 
as real history, and how those same events are necessary 
for us to make sense of everything in the world today. 

VOCABULARY
Bountiful Blessings

It is history that helps to inform science 
so that science can begin its journey of 
discovery in the world.“ George Grant, PhD

context
culture

disruption
exhorted
Genesis

implications
judgment

literal
marriage

moral relativism
sleep cycles

structure
The Fall

theologians
unreliable
verbatim

work cycles
worldview

more from
george grant

http://www.kingsmeadow.com/
http://www.kingsmeadow.com/
http://www.kingsmeadow.com/
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Does the Grand Canyon prove that the earth is very old? 

Why or why not?

What does erosion do?

How can the Sauk megasequence be used as evi-

dence of a global flood?

What is a paradigm and why is it important for studying 

science?

Why can’t we use what is happening today as a measure 

of what happened in the past?

What does the fact that we see similar sedimentation over a large 

area of the US and a lack of erosion between layers mean?

Beginning to Understand (5th - 8th Grade)
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Explain the difference between sand dunes above 
and below the water.

Describe the epochs of time listed in the film.

Explain the significance of finding tissue in dinosaur 
bones.

What are the two definitions used for evolution?

Define a missing link. Have scientists found any? Define natural selection and give an example.

Beginning to Understand (5th - 8th Grade)
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Explain why the fact that it takes light years for light to 
reach earth does not mean that the earth was  
creation millions or billions of years ago.

Where was the Tower of Babel probably located,  
according to the film? How did they reach this decision?

How does the removal of Adam and Eve change 
history?

Explain what happens if you attack the first chapters of 
Genesis?

Beginning to Understand (5th - 8th Grade)
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Explain why the Grand Canyon is not evidence for an 
old earth.

Use examples to explain what erosion is and what part it 
plays in the creation/evolution debate.

List the megasequences found in North America.  
Explain why they can be evidence of a global flood.

Explain what a paradigm is and how it affects science 
and scientific research.

learning to reason (9th - 12th Grade)

Use examples to explain why we can’t use present day 
events to gauge the past.

What is the importance of sedimentation over multiple 
states and a lack of erosion between sedimentary layers?
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How do we know that a sand dune was above or 
below the water?

Several epochs of time were mentioned in the film. 
Make a list of them and then define each one.

Describe what scientists have found inside dinosaur 
bones, and then explain the significance of this find.

There were two definitions of evolution in the film. Give 
both definitions of evolution, and then explain the differ-
ence between the two.

Explain what a missing link is. How does the lack of 
evidence of missing links affect evolutionary theory?

Define natural selection and give an example. Explain 
why natural selection is not necessarily an indication of 
evolution.

learning to reason (9th - 12th Grade)
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Describe the relationship between light years and the 
age of the earth.

Where was the Tower of Babel located according to 
the film? Describe the process of elimination used to 
come up with this location.

If we remove a literal Adam and Eve how does it 
change history?

Eplain why attacking the first few chapters of Genesis 
changes the credibility of the whole Bible. Use specific 
examples, including our relationship with the Lord.

learning to reason (9th - 12th Grade)
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WORD DEFINITION

Canyon
A deep gorge, ravine, or gulch, between high and steep banks, 
worn by water courses.

Erosion
The process of eroding or being eroded by wind, water, or other 
natural agents.

Global flood
In contract to a localized flood which would cover a small per-
centage of the earth, a global flood covers the whole earth.

Uniformity
Similar layers of rock and sediment are seen over the whole 
earth

Paradigm A framework within which you interpret evidence

Carbon dating
A scientific way of determining the age of an old object, such as 
a fossil, by measuring the amount of certain forms of carbon in it

Evolution
Originally meant change over time but has come to mean 
enough change over enough time equals a common ancestor

Charles Darwin
Naturalist best known for his work in the 1800s developing a 
theory of evolution to explain biological change.

Charles Lyell
Wrote Principles of Geology which greatly influenced Charles 
Darwin while he was aboard HMS Beagle.

Missing link
A hypothetical fossil form intermediate between two living forms, 
especially between humans and apes

Evolutionary theory Small random changes explain everything we see

Natural selection

Natural selection is one of the basic mechanisms of evolution. 
It is  the process by which plants and animals that can adapt to 
changes in their environment are able to survive and reproduce 
while those that cannot adapt do not survive.

Sedimentary rock
Rock formed from accumulated sediments. Examples are clay, 
sandstone, and limestone.

Metamorphic rock

This rock is a result of a transformation of a pre-existing rock. 
The original rock is subjected to heat and pressure which caus-
es physical and chemical changes. Examples include marble, 
slate, gneiss, schist.

Igneous rock
Igneous rock is formed when magma cools and solidifies. Exam-
ples of igneous rocks include basalt, granite, pumice, obsidian, 
tuff, diorite, gabbro and andesite.

Cratonic sequence
A cratonic sequence is a very large-scale rock strata sequence 
that covers a large area across a stable, interior portion of a 
continent.

Vocabulary
The vocabulary words to the right are 
frequently used throughout the film. 

Begin by verbally asking students the 
word and meaning. Highlight the words 
that need the most attention. 

Using paper and pencil, have students 
copy the word and meaning as often as 
necessary.

Next, utilize the vocabulary exercises on 
the following pages to solidify and test 
student’s knowledge.

Dr. Del Tackett is former presi-
dent of the Focus on the Family 
Institute and a former Senior 
Vice President of Focus on the 
Family. 

He is also the creator of Focus 
on the Family’s The Truth 
Project—a nationwide initiative 
designed to bring the Christian 
worldview to the body of Christ.

“It is hard to imagine anything 
more important for the Christian, 
especially in the times in which 
we live, than to stand firmly 
upon a solid biblical worldview 
foundation… one that provides a 
comprehensive and systematic 
understanding of every area of 
life and reality.” Dr. Tackett

DEL TACKETT, DM
Your Host
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Conventional Paradigm: A gradual process beginning with primal simplicity ending in 
what we see today. All the complexity of life has to be built bottom up strictly by physical 
process, where no mind, no creator, no design is present. - Paul Nelson, PHD

Illustration as seen in the film: Is Genesis History?

Vocabulary crossword

ACROSS

1. This rock is a result of a transformation of a pre-ex-
isting rock. The original rock is subjected to heat and 
pressure which causes physical and chemical changes. 

3. Rock is formed when magma cools and solidifies.

5. The gradual destruction or diminution of something by 
wind, water, or other natural agents.

7. Small random changes explain everything we see in 
the evolutionary __________

9. A deep gorge, ravine, or gulch, between high and 
steep banks, worn by water courses.

10. A framework within which you interpret evidence

12. Originally meant change over time but has come 
to mean enough change over enough time equals a 
common ancestor

13. A ______________ sequence is a very large-scale 
rock strata sequence that covers a large area across a 
stable, interior portion of a continent.

15. Wrote Principles of Geology which greatly influenced 
Charles Darwin while he was aboard HMS Beagle.

16. Rock formed from accumulated sediments.

DOWN

2. A dating method determining the age of an old object, 
such as a fossil

4. In contract to a localized flood which would cover a 
small percentage of the earth, this type of flood covers 
the whole earth.

6. Naturalist best known for his work in the 1800s devel-
oping a theory of evolution to explain biological change.

8. Similar layers of rock and sediment are seen over the 
whole earth

11. A missing ___________ is a hypothetical fossil 
form intermediate between two living forms, especially 
between humans and apes

14. Natural _____________ is one of the basic mecha-
nisms of evolution. It is  the process by which plants and 
animals that can adapt to changes in their environment 
are able to survive and reproduce while those that can-
not adapt do not survive.

Using the clues below, fill in the crossword puzzle with vocabulary words used throughout the movie.
DIRECTIONS
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1. Originally meant change over time but has come to 
mean enough change over enough time equals a 
common ancestor.

2. A deep gorge, ravine, or gulch, between high and 
steep banks, worn by water courses.

3. A framework within which you interpret evidence

4. A very large-scale rock strata sequence that covers a 
large area across a stable, interior portion of a  
continent. 

5. In contract to a localized flood which would cover a 
small percentage of the earth, a this type of flood  
covers the whole earth.

6. Naturalist best known for his work in the 1800s 
developing a theory of evolution to explain biological 
change.

7. A hypothetical fossil form intermediate between two 
living forms, especially between humans and apes

8. The process of eroding or being eroded by wind, water, 
or other natural agents.

9. Wrote Principles of Geology which greatly influenced 
Charles Darwin while he was aboard HMS Beagle.

10. Small random changes explain everything we see

11. This is one of the basic mechanisms of evolution. It 
is  the process by which plants and animals that can 
adapt to changes in their environment are able to 
survive and reproduce while those that cannot adapt 
do not survive.

12. Rock formed from accumulated sediments. Examples 
are clay, sandstone, and limestone.

13. Similar layers of rock and sediment are seen over the 
whole earth

14. This rock is formed when magma cools and solidifies. 
Examples of this rocks include basalt, granite, pumice, 
obsidian, tuff, diorite, gabbro and andesite.

15. This rock is a result of a transformation of a pre-ex-
isting rock. The original rock is subjected to heat and 
pressure which causes physical and chemical chang-
es. Examples include marble, slate, gneiss, schist

16. A scientific way of determining the age of an old object, 
such as a fossil, by measuring the amount of certain 
forms of carbon in it

VOCABULARY

MATCH
Canyon

Erosion

Global Flood

Uniformity

Paradigm

Carbon Dating

Evolution

Charles Darwin

Charles Lyell

Missing Link

Evolutionary Theory

Natural Selection

Sedimentary Rock

Metamorphic Rock

Igneous Rock

Cratonic Sequence

Match the following 
vocabulary words to 
the definitions. Write the 
definition number in the 
boxes to the left of the 
words.

DIRECTIONS
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VOCABULARY SENTENCES

Canyon

Erosion

Global Flood

Uniformity

Paradigm

Carbon Dating

Evolution

Charles Darwin

Charles Lyell

Missing Link

Evolutionary Theory

Natural Selection

Sedimentary Rock

Metamorphic Rock

Igneous Rock

Cratonic Sequence

1. The ________________ says that small random changes explain everything we see.

2. The Grand Canyon is full of ___________________ fomed from accumulated sediments.

3. The Bible tells us in Genesis that a _________________________________ destroyed the world.

4. _________________________ greatly influenced Charles Darwin while he was aboard HMS Beagle.

5. The very large-scale rock strata sequence that covers a large area across a stable, interior portion of a conti-

nent is called a ______________________________________.

6. The theory of _________________________ once meant change over time, but now means enough change 
over enough time equals a common ancestor.

7. The way you interpret evidence is a framework known as a ______________________________________.

8. A ___________________________ is a deep gorge, or gulch, between high and steep banks, worn by water 
courses.

9. An __________________________  rock forms when magma from a volcano cools and solidifies.

10. ______________________________________________ was a naturalist best known for his work in the 
1800s developing a theory of evolution to explain biological change.

11. Scientists use _______________________ as a way of determining the age of an old object, such as a 
fossil.

12. _________________ happens when wind, water or other natural agents gradually destroy something.

13. Similar layers of rock and sediment seen over the whole earth is called _____________________________.

14. The _________________________ is a  hypothetical fossil between humans and apes.

15. Only the strong survive could be the motto for _______________________________.

16. A ___________________________ rock is a result of a transformation of a pre-existing rock. 

Using the words below, fill 
in the sentences with the 
correct vocabulay word.

DIRECTIONS
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IN YOUR OWN WORDS Using the vocabulary words write the definition in your own words.DIRECTIONS

Canyon

Erosion

Global Flood

Uniformity

Paradigm

Carbon Dating

Evolution

Charles Darwin

Charles Lyell

Missing Link

Evolutionary Theory

Natural Selection

Sedimentary Rock

Metamorphic Rock

Igneous Rock

Cratonic Sequence



Vocabulary crossword
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VOCABULARY

MATCH
Canyon

Erosion

Global Flood

Uniformity

Paradigm

Carbon Dating

Evolution

Charles Darwin

Charles Lyell

Missing Link

Evolutionary Theory

Natural Selection

Sedimentary Rock

Metamorphic Rock

Igneous Rock

Cratonic Sequence

2

8

5

13

3

16

1

6

9

10

4

7

11

12

15

14

VOCABULARY SENTENCES
1. Evolutionary Theory

2. Sedimentary Rock

3. Global Flood

4. Charles Lyell

5. Cratonic Sequence

6. Evolution

7. Paradigm

8. Canyon

9. Igneous Rock

10. Charles Darwin

11. Carbon Dating

12. Erosion

13. Uniformity

14. Missing Link

15. Natural Selection

16. Metamorphic Rock

ANSWER KEY
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PurposE
To show the difficulty (low probability) of forming complex proteins by natural processes alone.

Age
10-15

Materials
one die for each child

Procedure
1. Have students count the number of throws necessary to come up with a one on the die. 

2. Have students then count the number of tries necessary to come up with a one immediately 
followed by a two. “Was this more challenging?”  
Note: You may wish to plot the results on a graph with older students. 

3. Have students count the number of tries necessary to get a one, two, three sequence.  
“How much more difficult was this?” 

4. Relate the activity to proteins, which are long chains of amino acids. Then ask them how long 
it would take to get a sequence of 400 numbers of a row! God has to arrange it. It doesn’t just 
happen. 

Application to Creation
Proteins are large complex molecules used as food reserves but of much greater importance is 
their use as elements to construct cells, bones, muscles, skin, nerves, blood, hormones, etc. 

They also take the form of enzymes which are substances which make the complex chemical reac-
tions of your body possible. The complex structure can be altered and destroyed simply by heating. 
This is what happens when you fry an egg and it turns white. Try to unfry an egg! 

Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins. They are assembled in a specific order in long 
chains like the cars of a train. Often several “trains” are linked together forming chains 100’s or 
1000’s of amino acid long. Each one of these amino acids must be in the right order or the protein 
might function improperly. 

There are only six sides to a die. There are 20 different amino acids!

(Optional: Obtain a twenty-sided die to illustrate this with.) 

It is difficult to role three specific numbers in order.  
What are the chances of getting hundreds of amino acids linked properly?

PROTEIN PROBABILITY

(Taken from the book Creation Activities for Kids)
http://www.creationanswers.net/teach/protndce.htm

ACTIVITIES
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scrabble letters

ACTIVITIES

If you have a Scrabble game, 
use this demonstration to refute 
evolution. 

Put the letters in the bag and toss 
them around. Ask the student to 
pull seven letters and lay them 
down IN THE ORDER they were 
drawn. 

Does it make a word? 

Try several times. 

How often does it make a word? 

Discuss that random changes do 
not result in orderly changes.

How Big was the ark
Read the Bible’s description of the ark. 
Using 18 inches as the standard equiva-
lent of a cubit, figure out the dimensions 
of the ark in feet. 

Now determine the cubic volume of the 
ark. Then measure the largest room in 
your house and figure out its volume 
also. 

What is the ratio of the volume of the 
room to the volume of the ark? 

Next, how many decks were there in the 
ark? 

Figure out the area of floor space in 
square feet. Compare it to the area of 
the floor space in the same room in your 
house. 

?
Put Lego blocks in a basked or 
bag. Throw (or have your student 
throw) the blocks up into the air 
and let them land on the floor. 

Were any buildings or other Lego 
creations made? 

Discuss how this is like the Big 
Bang theory. 

You can also find a building 
demoltion online. 

Does an explosion or chaos 
result in something orderly?

big bag theory

homemade fossils
If you’re ever in need of a coffee break AND a fun and educational craft for the kids, this is perfect! 
My recipe makes enough dough for three kids to make one large or three small “fossils” each, and 
it uses just the right amount of leftover coffee to empty my coffeemaker.

1. Mix the ingredients together with your hands, and add more flour if the dough is too sticky. 
Divide the dough into even pieces and place on waxed or parchment paper.

2. Collect specimens to “fossilize.” My kids each tried various things, from plant leaves, flower 
petals, and tree bark to seashells and pine cones.

3. Press the items in the dough using fingers or the back of a spoon and carefully lift out each 
item after the desired impression is made.

4. Set “fossils” out to dry overnight. You may need to turn them over halfway through time for 
even drying.

A great way to recycle the leftover coffee! by Anne Campbell, learningtable.blogspot.com

• 1 cup of wet, used coffee grounds
• 1/2 cup cold coffee
• 1/2 cup salt
• 1 cup flour
• parchment or waxed paper

materials
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ACTIVITIES Write a poem about creation
A traditional Japanese haiku is a three-line poem with seventeen syllables, written in a 
5/7/5 syllable count. Often focusing on images from nature, haiku emphasizes simplicity, 
intensity, and directness of expression.

Haiku began in thirteenth-century Japan 
as the opening phrase of renga, an 
oral poem, generally 100 stanzas long, 
which was also composed syllabically. 
The much shorter haiku broke away 
from renga in the sixteenth-century, and 
was mastered a century later by Matsuo 
Basho, who wrote this classic haiku:
     An old pond!
     A frog jumps in—
     the sound of water.

Haiku was traditionally written in the 
present tense and focused on associ-
ations between images. There was a 
pause at the end of the first or second 
line, and a “season word,” or kigo, speci-
fied the time of year.

As the form has evolved, many of these 
rules—including the 5/7/5 practice—
have been routinely broken. However, 
the philosophy of haiku has been 
preserved: the focus on a brief moment 
in time; a use of provocative, colorful im-
ages; an ability to be read in one breath; 
and a sense of sudden enlightenment 
and illumination.
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What is Debating?
A debate is a structured argument. Two sides speak alternately for and 
against a particular contention usually based on a topical issue.  Unlike 
the arguments you might have with your family or friends however, 
each person is allocated a time they are allowed to speak for and any 
interjections are carefully controlled. The subject of the dispute is often 
prearranged so you may find yourself having to support opinions with 
which you do not normally agree. You also have to argue as part of 
a team, being careful not to contradict what others on your side have 
said.

Why debate?
It is an excellent way of improving speaking skills and is particularly 
helpful in providing experience in developing a convincing argument. 
Those of you who are forced to argue against your natural point of view 
realize that arguments, like coins, always have at least two sides.

The Basic Debating Skills
STYLE
Style is the manner in which you communicate your arguments. This 
is the most basic part of debating to master. Content and strategy are 
worth little unless you deliver your material in a confident and persua-
sive way.

SPEED
It is vital to talk at a pace which is fast enough to sound intelligent and 
allow you time to say what you want, but slow enough to be easily 
understood. 

TONE
Varying tone is what makes you sound interesting. Listening to one 
tone for an entire presentation is boring.

VOLUME
Speaking quite loudly is sometimes a necessity, but it is by no means 
necessary to shout through every debate regardless of context. There 
is absolutely no need speak any more loudly than the volume at which 
everyone in the room can comfortably hear you. Shouting does not win 
debates. Speaking too quietly is clearly disastrous since no one will be 
able to hear you.

CLARITY
The ability to concisely and clearly express 
complex issues is what debating is all about.  
The main reason people begin to sound unclear 
is usually because they lose the “stream of 
thought” which is keeping them going. It is also 
important to keep it simple. While long words 
may make you sound clever, they may also 
make you incomprehensible. 

USE OF NOTES AND EYE CONTACT
Notes are essential, but they must be brief 
and well organized to be effective.  There is 
absolutely no point in trying to speak without 
notes. Of course, notes should never become 
obtrusive and damage your contact with the 
audience, nor should they ever be read from 
verbatim.  Most people sketch out the main 
headings of their speech, with brief notes under 
each. 

When writing notes for rebuttal during the 
debate, it is usually better to use a separate sheet of paper so you 
can take down the details of what the other speakers have said 
and then transfer a rough outline onto the notes you will actually 
be using. 

Eye contact with the audience is very important, but keep shifting 
your gaze. No one likes to be stared at. 

Content
Content is what you actually say in the debate. The arguments 
used to develop your own side’s case and rebut the opposite 
side’s. The information on content provided below is a general 
overview of what will be expected when you debate. The final 
logistics of how long you will be debating, how many people will 
be in your group, and how the debate will unfold (ie: which team 
speaks first etc.), will all be decided by your tutorial leader.

CASE (ARGUMENT)- THE WHOLE
Introduction - The case your group is making must be outlined in 
the introduction.  This involves stating your main arguments and 
explaining the general thrust of your case.  This must be done 
briefly since the most important thing is to get on and actually ar-
gue it. It is also a good idea to indicate the aspects of the subject 
to be discussed by each of the team members.

Conclusion - At the end, once everyone has spoken, it is useful to 
briefly summarize what your group has said and why.

CASE (ARGUMENT)- THE PARTS
Having outlined the whole of your argument, you must then begin 
to build a case (the parts).  The best way to do this is to divide 
your case into between two and four arguments (or divide your 
case based on the number of people in your group).  You must 
justify your arguments with basic logic, worked examples, statis-
tics, and quotes.  

Debating is all about the strategy of “proof”. Proof, or evidence, 
supporting your assertion is what makes it an argument. There 
are a number of ways of dividing up cases according to groups of 
arguments (eg political/economic/social or moral/practical or inter-
national/regional etc.) or just according to individual arguments if 
you can’t group any together.  

Under each of these basic headings you should then explain 

HOW TO DEBATE

ACTIVITIES
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the reasoning behind the argument and justify it using the methods 
outlined above.  It is usually best to put the most important arguments 
first.  

Here is an example of a case outline

“The media exert more influence over what people think than the 
government does.  This is true for three reasons.  Firstly, most people 
base their votes on what they see and hear in the media. Secondly, 
the media can set the political agenda between elections by deciding 
what issues to report and in how much detail.  Thirdly, the media have 
successfully demonized politicians over the last ten years so that now 
people are more likely to believe journalists than politicians.”  

All of the arguments in this case outline are debatable (almost imme-
diately you can see the counter-arguments), but they give the case a 
wide range which cover all kinds of issues.  The trick is not to come 
up with a watertight case, but a well argued one.  Think: “Can I argue 
that?”

REBUTTAL – THE PARTS
Arguments can be factually, morally or logically flawed. They may be 
misinterpretations or they may also be unimportant or irrelevant.  A 
team may also contradict one another or fail to complete the tasks they 
set themselves.  These are the basics of rebuttal and almost every 
argument can be found wanting in at least one of these respects.  Here 
are a few examples:

1.   “Compulsory euthanasia at age 70 would save the country money 
in pensions and healthcare.”  This is true, but is morally flawed.

2.  “Banning cigarette product placement in films will cause more 
young people to smoke because it will make smoking more mysterious 
and taboo.”  This is logically flawed, the ban would be more likely to 
stop the steady stream of images which make smoking seem attractive 
and glamorous and actually reduce the number of young people 
smoking.

3.   “My partner will then look at the economic issues...”  “Blah..blah..
blah...(5 minutes later and still no mention of the economic issues)”  
This is a clear failure to explain a major part of the case and attention 
should be drawn to it.  Even better is when a speaker starts with, “to 
win this debate there are three things I must do…”.  If the speaker fails 
to do any of those things you can then hang her or him by the noose 
by repeating their exact words – by his or her own admission he or she 
cannot have won the debate.

REBUTTAL – THE WHOLE:
It is very important to have a good perspective of the debate and to 
identify what the key arguments are.  It isn’t enough to rebut a few 
random arguments here and there.  Of course the techniques used 
above are invaluable but they must be used appropriately.  There are a 
number of things you should do to systematically break down a team’s 
case: 

1.  Ask yourself how the other side have approached the case. Is their 
methodology flawed?

2.  Consider what tasks the other side set themselves (if any) and 
whether they have in fact addressed these. 

3.  Consider what the general emphasis of the case is and what as-
sumptions it makes. Try to refute these. 

4.  Take the main arguments and do the same thing.  It is not worth 
repeating a point of rebuttal that has been used by someone else 
already, but you can refer to it to show that the argument has not stood 
up.  It is not necessary to correct every example used.  You won’t have 
time and your aim is to show the other side’s case to be flawed in the 
key areas. 
Sources: The information included in the document “How to Debate” was adapted from: Kidd, 
A. (2002). The oxford union rough guide to debating. The English Speaking Union. Retrieved 
August 26, 2002 from the World Wide Web: http://www.britishdebate.com/resources/hb_ox-
fordguide.htm
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DEBATE PREPARATION SHEETACTIVITIES
Use this sheet to outline your arguments and other important parts of your debate. Use ONE per team.

OUR POSITION: ____________________________________________________________________________

GROUP NAMES: ____________________________________________________________________________

MAIN POINTS AND DETAILS PRESENTER
OPENING
STATEMENT
Explain position
and BRIEFLY list 
reasons.

ARGUMENT #1

ARGUMENT #2

ARGUMENT #3

REBUTTAL
(PROJECTED)
What arguments
do you think the
other side will
bring up, and how
do you plan to
refute them?

REBUTTAL
(ACTUAL)
DO NOT FILL THIS
OUT UNTIL YOUR
TEAM MEETING
DURING THE
DEBATE!

CLOSING
STATEMENT:
Find a catchy and
thoughtful way to
sum up your
arguments!
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ACTIVITIES RESEARCH REPORT
Possible Topics
• Evidence for a Global 

Flood

• Uniformity

• Erosion

• Noah’s Ark

• Carbon Dating

• Types of Rocks

• Charles Darwin

• Charles Lyell

• Microevolution vs.  
Macroevolution

• Tower of Babel

• Animal Kinds

OUTLINE

Name ___________________________________________________________

Subject  __________________________________________________________

BRAINSTORM 2 POSSIBLE TITLES & SUBTITLES FOR THIS REPORT

1. ________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

PARAGRAPH 1. INTRODUCTION

a. Hook Idea:  ______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

b. Thesis:  _________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

c. Topic One:  _______________________________________________________

d. Topic Two:  _______________________________________________________

e. Topic Three:  _____________________________________________________

PARAGRAPH 2. TOPIC #1 ___________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________
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ACTIVITIES RESEARCH REPORT
Possible Topics
• Evidence for a Global 

Flood

• Uniformity

• Erosion

• Noah’s Ark

• Carbon Dating

• Types of Rocks

• Charles Darwin

• Charles Lyell

• Microevolution vs.  
Macroevolution

• Tower of Babel

• Animal Kinds

OUTLINE

PARAGRAPH 2. TOPIC #1 ___________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

PARAGRAPH 3. TOPIC #2 ___________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

PARAGRAPH 4. TOPIC #3 ___________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

Details: ____________________________________________________________

PARAGRAPH 5. CONCLUSION: ______________________________________

Rephrase Topic Sentence: _____________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Make the reader think: ________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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RESOURCES
additional resources online suggested field trips

• Mt. St. Helens Research Center

• Ark Encounter

• Akron Fossils and Science Center

• Boneyard Creation Museum

• Canyon Ministries

• Creation Adventures Museum

• Creation and Earth History Museum

• Creation Encounter

• Creation Evidence Museum of Texas

• Creation Kingdom Zoo

• Creation Museum

• Heart of America Science Resource Center

• Northwest Science Museum

• Saltwater Studies

• Glendive Dinosaur and Fossil Museum

• Creation Hall

{ click to visit website }

• The Size of Noah’s Ark 
Was Noah’s Ark big enough to hold all the 
animals?

• Ceation Moments 
Was Noah’s Flood Global Or Local?

• Creation vs. Evolution:  
Two views of the scientific evidence

• Project Creation: 
Creation Station Articles

• Dinosaurs 
How Do The Dinosaurs Fit In?

• Age of the Earth: 
Where Do All Those Billions Of Years Come 
From In Darwinian Thinking?

• Could Noah’s Ark really hold all the animals 
that were supposed to be preserved from 
Flood?

• The Creation Answer Book, Hank Hanegraaff

• In Six Days: Why Fifty Scientists Choose to Believe in 
Creation, John Ashton

• What Is Creation Science?, Henry M. Morris

• The Genesis Flood: The Biblical Record and Its Scientific 
Implications, John C. Whitcomb, Henry M. Morris

• The New Answers Book (4 Volumes, DVDs, and Work-
books), Ken Ham

• Buried Alive, Jack Cuozzo

• It Couldn’t Just Happen: Knowing the Truth About God’s  
Awesome Creation, Lawrence Richards

• Noah’s Ark: Thinking Outside the Box, Tim Lovett, Jon 
Taylor

suggested books to read

For since the creation of the world His invisible  
attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, 
have been clearly seen, being understood through 
what has been made, so that they are without 

romans 1:20

http://www.amendez.com/Noahs%20Ark%20Articles/NAS%20Size%20of%20the%20Ark-Handout.pdf
http://www.mshcreationcenter.org/7ws1/
https://arkencounter.com/
http://www.akronfossils.com/
http://www.boneyardcreationmuseum.org/
http://www.canyonministries.org/
http://www.creationadventuresmuseum.org/wp/
http://www.creationsd.org/
http://www.creationencounter.com/
http://www.creationevidence.org/
http://www.creationevidence.org/
https://creationmuseum.org/
http://hoasrc.org/
https://northwestsciencemuseum.com/
http://saltwaterstudies.com/
http://www.creationtruth.org/
http://www.liberty.edu/index.cfm?PID=28351
http://www.amendez.com/Noahs%20Ark%20Articles/NAS%20Size%20of%20the%20Ark-Handout.pdf
http://www.amendez.com/Noahs%20Ark%20Articles/NAS%20Size%20of%20the%20Ark-Handout.pdf
http://www.amendez.com/Noahs%20Ark%20Articles/NAS%20Size%20of%20the%20Ark-Handout.pdf
http://www.creationmoments.com/content/was-noahs-flood-global-or-local
http://www.creationmoments.com/content/was-noahs-flood-global-or-local
http://www.creationanswers.net/teach/crvsev.htm
http://www.creationanswers.net/teach/crvsev.htm
http://www.projectcreation.org/creation_station.php
http://www.projectcreation.org/creation_station.php
http://www.icr.org/article/how-do-dinosaurs-fit-in
http://www.icr.org/article/how-do-dinosaurs-fit-in
http://www.creationmoments.com/content/where-do-all-those-billions-years-come-darwinian-thinking
http://www.creationmoments.com/content/where-do-all-those-billions-years-come-darwinian-thinking
http://www.creationmoments.com/content/where-do-all-those-billions-years-come-darwinian-thinking
http://www.christiananswers.net/q-eden/edn-c013.html
http://www.christiananswers.net/q-eden/edn-c013.html
http://www.christiananswers.net/q-eden/edn-c013.html
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=The+Creation+Answer+Book%2C+Hank+Hanegraaff
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=In+Six+Days:+Why+Fifty+Scientists+Choose+to+Believe+in+Creation%2C+John+Ashton
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=In+Six+Days:+Why+Fifty+Scientists+Choose+to+Believe+in+Creation%2C+John+Ashton
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=What+Is+Creation+Science%3F%2C+Henry+M.+Morris
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=The+Genesis+Flood%3A+The+Biblical+Record+and+Its+Scientific+Implications%2C+John+C.+Whitcomb%2C+Henry+M.+Morris
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=The+Genesis+Flood%3A+The+Biblical+Record+and+Its+Scientific+Implications%2C+John+C.+Whitcomb%2C+Henry+M.+Morris
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=The+New+Answers+Book+(4+Volumes%2C+DVDs%2C+and+Workbooks)%2C+Ken+Ham
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=The+New+Answers+Book+(4+Volumes%2C+DVDs%2C+and+Workbooks)%2C+Ken+Ham
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=Buried+Alive%2C+Jack+Cuozzo
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=It+Couldn%E2%80%99t+Just+Happen%3A+Knowing+the+Truth+About+God%E2%80%99s+Awesome+Creation%2C+Lawrence+Richards
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=It+Couldn%E2%80%99t+Just+Happen%3A+Knowing+the+Truth+About+God%E2%80%99s+Awesome+Creation%2C+Lawrence+Richards
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=Noah%E2%80%99s+Ark:+Thinking+Outside+the+Box%2C+Tim+Lovett%2C+Jon+Taylor
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=Noah%E2%80%99s+Ark:+Thinking+Outside+the+Box%2C+Tim+Lovett%2C+Jon+Taylor
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